Autistic Spectrum Disorders: The Challenge of Early Detection in the Arab Region
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Abstract
The prevalence of autistic spectrum disorders (ASD) seems to be increased world widely with unknown exact prevalence in the Arab region. The development of early detection tools for diagnosis and screening of these disorders was mandatory to decrease the burden of ASD and to facilitate early interventions. There are great challenges to develop specific tool that respectful to the diversity of Arab region with many obstacles that interfere for early detection.
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Introduction
Autistic spectrum disorders (ASD) is neurodevelopment disorders that affect the children in early childhood, with increasing incidence and prevalence world widely. It represents lifelong cognitive and developmental disabilities that make a huge burden in the families of affected children and their communities. Since the ASDs have broad spectrum of affection, the diagnosis is frequently later after the first three years of life when the affected child supposed to join the kindergarten; with exceptional early recognition in severe cases that could be picked and diagnosed easily. The purpose of this paper is to describe the current ASD research situation in Arab region, the available screening tools, and to summarize the possible factors which might influence the application and implementation of these variable tools.

Current situation of ASD research in Arab region
In Arab region the research of autism is scarcity, scattered, and individually dependent on modest efforts rather than multinational centers programs, so it showed lots of discrepancies in the prevalence and characteristics of this disorder. The prevalence in Arab countries in some studies showed lower ASD rates as in Oman and Libya compared to western countries; however these results may be attributed to collection of data technique from clinical backgrounds instead of community based samples. Many other factors were also contributed to the under estimation of ASD like decreased awareness about this disorder between parents and health care providers, Lack of early detection tools, and lack of special services to detect and manage this condition. On the other hand the prevalence of ASD reached 29 per 10,000 in United Arab Emirates and this
attributed to using wide screening scale that inclusive to other types of developmental disorders\(^7\).

**The delay in the diagnosis of ASD**

Although there is clear evidence stated that ASD can be diagnosed as early as two years old\(^8\),\(^9\), the majority of the confirmed cases were delayed in the diagnosis. This delay might be ranging between the delays in parental observations of the abnormality in their child, reaching the professional assessment, up to confirmation\(^10\). There have been little studies exploring factors that contribute to the delay of ASD detection. Usually ASD with severe impairment is associated with earlier detection than the mild form\(^11\)-\(^13\). Advanced maternal age was proved to be associated with early diagnosis of ASD and this attributed to increase knowledge and experience with increase in the mother age\(^14\), this in contrast to ADHD that is usually associated with late detection due to The intersection between these two disorders\(^14\). Moreover there are confirmed regional variations that might be due to presence or absence of easy accessible facilities and tools of ASD detection\(^11\),\(^12\). The early detection is mandatory for early interventions that contribute to better outcomes\(^15\),\(^16\).

**Tools of early detection of ASD**

Currently there are more than 20 internationally validated ASD tools, some of which were for diagnosis, while other testing tools were for identifying the suitable intervention and others were for monitoring of the progress of this disorder. Generally Children aged 18 months and older who are at risk of ASD should be examined earlier for the presence of any symptoms or signs of this disorder, and this can be simply accomplished by non professional personnel using the early screening tools. Many screening tools have been established to diagnose children at risk with ASD, these include the Checklist for Autism in Toddlers-23 (CHAT-23), the Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers (M-CHAT), the Autism Spectrum Screening Questionnaire (ASSQ), and Autism Screening Questionnaire (ASQ)\(^19\). The screening tool help early detection of ASD but the confirmation of the diagnosis is mainly based on clinical evaluation. One study in united Arab of emirates evaluated 694 children and estimated the prevalence of ASD as 58 per 10,000 and after further clinical assessment it declined to 29 per 10000; so the screening tools is not accurate to estimate the exact prevalence and burden of these disorders\(^20\).

ASD detailed symptoms are firstly diagnosed in 1943 by Kanner\(^21\), after that many tools were developed based on the symptoms analysis of what stated. The diagnostic tools for ASD are not conclusive to diagnose these disorders but they give clue about developmental delays. The gold slandered practice for the diagnosis of ASD is multidisciplinary clinical assessment which based on the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV)\(^22\). The DSM-V then developed and used currently, in spite it made global debate and increased concern of some professionals because they thought it might not be inclusive to some developmental disorders, Moreover it was criticized for having poor cultural diversity\(^23\). Childhood Autism Rating Scale (CARS), Autistic Behavior Checklist (ABC), Gilliam Autism Rating Scales (GARS), and Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) were other well developed scales for ASD diagnosis in the second stage by trained professionals.

**Application of the ASD tools in Arab region**

No published data to confirm any specific Arabic version of early screening tool for detection of ASD, but there is one study which was done in nine Arab countries that used the M-CHAT to validate its use and to compare its sensitivity and specificity between Arab speaking countries, after translation, and the universal values. It concluded...
that there are no significant differences between these communities and the western communities, and stated that the M-CHAT can be used as multinational screening tool as it does not need intensive training\textsuperscript{24}. This result is conflicted with another study that confirmed the presence of racial and ethnic disparities and proclaimed for respect of heterogeneity of ASD presentation\textsuperscript{25}.

Challenges of ASD early detection in Arab region

In spite of some efforts to translate and validate certain ASD screening tools\textsuperscript{24}, there are still covertly obstacles and challenges that might confront its application and usage\textsuperscript{26}. These include:

- The heterogeneity of the spectrum which might be under reported if present in the milder, borderline area of the spectrum.
- The need of different methods based on the age and developmental disability.
- The reaching out of children earlier may constitute a major obstacle in some countries which have weak health system, and less follow up programs.
- The possibility of the presence of co morbid conditions that might be distracters from the diagnosis.
- The need to respect the diversity of communities in Arab region, values, and beliefs.
- Necessity of establishment of special diagnostic tool, or to validate the present tools with Arab cultural, socio-economical and geographical diversities.
- The urgency to develop of community based multinational researches that provide evident based data to facilitate the starting points in establishing early detection program.

Conclusion and Recommendations

ASD research in Arab region is evidently lagging behind, that is emergently need of robust efforts to assess the current programs, implement of the modern validated screening and diagnostic tools (that should be feasible, applicable, and suitable for non professional training), to monitor its progress, and to reassess its relevance. Calling for regional consensus to validate the current tools according to the child age, co morbid condition, and to fit the general context of the target communities is an urgent recommendation that might have fruitful impact in early detection and management of ASD.
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